
#39790, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, KRUNSKA

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 270 m² €4,500 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH CITY CE YES 4 1 1 1 YES NO 2 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

5 1 4

Exclusive, modern property in the heart of Vracar, close to Kalenic green-market and numerous coffee shops and restaurants.

Ideal location for comfortable life with variety of interesting content in the neighborhood. Highway inclusion as well as city

center are located within ten minute driving distance. An impressive building exterior captures the eye sight with it's elegant

facade and terraces with wrought iron railing. The apartment is housed on the fourth floor and spreads over three levels. It

consists of living room with a dining area and a kitchen, five bedrooms, four bathrooms and guest restroom. At the entrance

level, modern open layout concept features a living room with dining area and a kitchen, which is separated from the rest of the

space by a glass wall. From the living room one can exit onto a large terrace facing the city center, as well as access a staircase

leading to upper and lower levels. Upper floor has a master bedroom with a bathroom equipped with a bathtub and shower

cabin. Ceiling is slanted but doesn't disturb the functionality of space. Lower floor has four bedrooms and three bathrooms. The

apartment is equipped with high quality furniture and appliances. Property characterized by very modern interior, featuring

bright pastel colors, designed to fit everyone's taste. One parking space in the building's garage is at disposal.
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